15 Tips for Better Professional Headshots (men and women)
There are so many ways to maximize your headshot but there's no room for every point here.
You'll get better results if you integrate a few of the following. Do them all and you're a super star.
1. Drink water and get plenty of rest at least 48 hours before the photoshoot.
2. Avoid alcohol during that same 48 hours. It can actually impact skin tone and circles under your eyes.
3. Stay away from light colors though pastels are OK if they don't blend with your skin.
White can be too bright and glare in the final photo.
4. Darker shades are most flattering but black can lack detail.
5. Wear clothes that are appropriate to what the purpose of the head shot will be used for.
Having them crisp and clean should go without saying.
6. Unless arms are extremely toned it's best to wear mid or wrist length sleeves. Sleeveless
arms are an element that can distract from the face.
7. Smile or don't just make it your own. If you smile with your mouth closed don't be convinced that a big toothy smile will win you more admirers, it won't.
8. Ladies it's OK to exaggerate your makeup. Avoid shimmer powder. What you want is
skin that isn't shiny.
9. Guys should shave early that day to let any razor-burn dissipate.
10.Women take a razor and lightly 'shave'
the peach fuzz off your face. No it will
not grow back thick and dark. Tiny
peach fuzz shows up in close headshots. PS I've been doing it for years
and yet no beard!
11.Stay away from wearing an undershirt under your shirt if you want an open neck shirt
photo.
12.Be happy with your hair which means get it cut a week or so before the shoot rather than
the day before
13. Dress simply. Too much jewelry, loud ties, sleeveless tops and big bold patterns distract
from your face.
14.Glasses are no problem. The professional photographer will know how to avoid the glare.
15.Enjoy the process.
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